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President Suggests Name Change
Also Hard Look at Sports

by Patty Hollinger
Will S.U. by any other
name still be the same especially if it has no basketball team?
Renaming the University
and revamping its athletic
program were discussed by
the Very Rev. Kenneth W.
Baker, S.J., University President, yesterday in an interview. He also mentioned the
formation of a debate team
and a major restructuring of
the admissions office.
Fr. Baker, S.U.s President
since Feb. 1, is seeking discussion and feedback on these topics to find out the opinions of

—

"that outside of this immediate
area, no one knows we're a

Jesuit School." Including Jesuit
in the University's name would
alleviate this problem, he felt,
plus add the academic prestige

of the Jesuit name.
"In academic circles," he
said, "the world Jesuit, rightly
or wrongly, has come to stand
for scholarship and academic
excellence."
He added that he hoped this
would help in correcting the
academic image of S.U.
"The academic reality andexcellence at S.U. is much better
than its image," he noted.

THE PRESIDENT also noted
that the University's high school
recruiters complain because the
students they talk to think they
are recruiting for the U.W.
With "Seattle" being used by
two other colleges (Seattle Pa-

cific and Seattle Community)
the problem was compounded
now, Fr. Baker said.
The newlyappointed President
also said that he has requested
the athletic department submit
its budget to the Budget Com-

mittee for review. This has not
been done in the past.

FR. BAKER said he, the
Trustees and the Budget ComFR. BAKER referred to a mittee were "looking into the
memo from Fr. James McGold- role of basketball at S.U."
rick, S.J., Dean Emeritus of
Alternatives they are discusthe University community.
New names for S.U. Fr. Baker Education, who felt S.U.s name sing include: retaining a firstphotoby bob kegel
suggested were Seattle Jesuit had lost the distinctive charac- rate team and cutting out minor
NAME CHANGE: The Very Rev. Kenneth W. Baker,
sports, becoming a regional
University, Jesuit University of ter it once had.
Seattle, CampionUniversity and
Fr. McGoldrick said that in team like the University of Pu- S.J., President of S.U., is shown conferring with the Alumni
1948, when Seattle College be- get Sound, or dropping the bas- Board of Governors at a recent meeting. Fr. Baker has reBellarmine University.
REGARDING changing S.U.s came Seattle University, few ketball program altogether.
cently suggested a possible name change for the University
were
He said
inname, Fr. Baker said it was a groupsused the name of Seattle.
and a revamping of the basketball team concept.
Page
(Continued on
4)
He said they took the name
problem of "recognition." He
pointed out that many outside at that time because it was disthe Pacific Northwest confuse tinctive, easily identifiable, esS.U. with the University of tablished a relationshipwith the
city and carried the city's name
Washington.
Another problem he said was around the country.

—

they

Budget Squeeze Cuts
University Publication
by Kerry Webster

Executive Editor
Several University publications are in a state of limbo

today, after a decision by the
trustees to abolish the office of
University editor.

MAJOR PUBLICATIONS affected are S.U. Magazine, a
glossy quarterly, S.U. News, an
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Three S.U. Games Set:

BYU Ties Reviewed
by Patty Hollinger
Editor

"The Church denies that its
David Thomas, S.U.s UniverEditor and a 1961 BYU gradu- position is racist because it
S.U. has three basketball ate, said that some of S.U.s fac- teaches the spiritual brotherDave Thomas, the current games scheduled with Brig- ulty members of the Mormon hood of men and that all men
University editor, said he and ham Young University dur- faith have indicated a willing- are equal in the sight of God."
his assistant, Karen West, were
ness to participate in discussion
TUESDAY Fr. Baker met with
notified by the trustees ten days ing the next five years under and establish some personal dia- Doug McKnight and John
presently
existing
con- logue on the Mormon teachings. Graves, ASSU officers-elect; and
ago that his office would cease the
to exist as of April 1.
tracts.
Bobby Davis, president of the
A tightening University budgYesterday the Very 'Rev. KenTHOMAS explained the newly renamed BSU which is
et was the official reason given neth W. Baker. S.J., University Church's position on blacks as now called Students Afro-Amerfor the decision, Thomas said. President, had the contracts on follows:
ican Movement for Equality.
Some of the publications pro- his desk and was "looking into
"Members of the Church beThe issues they discussed with
duced by the office may be con- the whole case of S.U. and BYU, lieve that the teaching is a re- Fr. Baker included S.U.s athtinued under other auspices, and the charge of racism."
sult of revelation at the time of letic relationship with BYU and
University administrators sugChurch's organization in the the University's minority stugested yesterday. The Faculty
OPPOSITION to athletic rela- 1830's
dent policy.
Newsletter will definitely be re- tions between BYU and the Uniassigned, they said.
versity of Washington broke into violence on the U.W. campus
THE FATE of the S.U. Mag- this past week.
azine and S.U. News was not
The charge of racism has been
clear, however. An alumni com- leveled at BYU because of the
mittee is investigating the pos- Mormon Church's teaching that
sibility of continuing the news- denies its priesthood to blacks.
paper as a publication of the
Joseph Turco, a Saga cook at service in September 1966. A
Alumni Association, but no takFR. BAKER made it clear Campion
dining hall, suffered veteran, he served in Germany,
offing
yesterday
ers appear to be in the
that he was contemfor the more expensive maga- plating no action at this time a fatal heart attack Tuesday where he met his wife, Frieda.
night at 6:20 p.m. in Campion's He is survived by his wife and
zine.
but was studying the contracts kitchen.
two daughters.
Magazinestepped
commitThe
into ad- to find out what S.U.s
performed
The
county
coroner
A rosary will be led by Fr.
ministrative hot water last Oc- ments were.
tober, when it ran interviews
BYU officials have shown an an autopsy at Campion. He Maguire, S.U. chaplain, at 7:30
critical of the University's pol- interest in coming on campus stated that the cook had died tonight at Manning and Sons
icies in several areas. The issue at the University's invitation to instantly of a massive coronary Funeral Home, 1634 11th Avenue. The funeral services will
was stopped by presidential or- discuss and explain BYU policy thrombosis.
Turco, 62, had been with Saga be held tomorrow morning at
der and the offending pages and the doctrines of the Mormon
since it took over S.U.s food 9:30 a.m. in St. Anne Church.
removed.
Church.

alumni-oriented newspaper, and
the S.U. Faculty Newsletter, a
mimeographed circular.

DAVE THOMAS

looking

Heart Attack Fatal to Cook
In SAGA's Campion Kitchen

Final Elections Scheduled Today

out was the largest in ASSU
and AWS election history, acthe office of student-at-large to cording to John Graves, newly
the Publications Board are elected ASSU first vice presischeduled today from 9 a.m. to dent. A total of 623 students
3 p.m.
voted.
Voting machines will be used
BELLARMINE, Campion, the in today's balloting.
Final candidates for the office
Chieftain and the Liberal Arts
Building will be the voting sites. of AWS president will be Eileen
Winners will be announced at Morgan and Ann Logan.
Nancy Ovenell and Patti Kah9 p.m. tonight in the Tabard
Inn.
ler are vying for vice president.
Tuesday's primary voter turn- Mary Pat Ganley and Concetta
Final elections for all AWS

offices, four senate posts and

KAREN WEST

Dilorio are competing for the

Kathy Lotzgesell and David
Gossett.
Joann Carbonetti is running
Laura Alonzo and Jim Benoit
unopposed for treasurer and
are the finalists for senate posiDiana Pompeo has no opponent tion
no. 6.
in the race for publicity direcLindsey
Draper and Dan Fultor.
wiler are now running for senMARY KAY HOLLINGER is ate position no. 7 while Starr
the sole candidate for student- Tavenner and Rick Morris are
at-large member of the Publi- the candidates for senate position no. 8.
cations Board.
Primary winners in the race
(Candidates' platforms appear
for senate position no. 5 are on page4.

office of

secretary.

NextWeek'sGonngBeFinalsWeek..

AH, YES,

FINALS

WEEK; and
two coeds

had been
putting their
intellectual
shoulders to
the wheel in
preparation.

As weall
know,

continued
intellectual
exertion can
be very
stimulating
but also
very tiring.

...

—

photo by
feerry webster

SWEA Conference to Discuss
Teacher Certification Draft

A university president on a to Big Mountain in Whitefish,
Montana.
student ski trip?
According to Fr. Engelbert
It would probablyonlyhappen
with a young president who hap- Axer, S.J., Ski Club advisor,Fr.
pened to be a ski nut, which is Baker will join the groupfor sevexactly what S.U.s President is. eral days on his way to New
The Very Rev. Kenneth W. York.
Baker, S.J., University President, will join members of S.U.s
ATTENTION PE
Ski Club on their week-long trip

Representativesfrom the State
The Student Washington Education Association will sponsor Superintendent of Public Ina conference at S.U. Saturday struction, the Washington Eduon some of the topics currently cation Association, and the
facing educators. Sessions will Bellevue Education Association
be in the AstroTurf room of will be on hand to present a
slide show discussing the Fourth
the Connolly P.E. Center.
According to Katherine Rose, Draft, and give their opinions of
of S.U.s chapter of the SWEA, the
Last Spec Today
involved. The possithe primaryactivity at the meet- bilityissues
Today's
issue will be the
initiating
of
four levels of
ing will be discussion of the
last Spectator publication for
debated,
certification
will be
Fourth Draft of Guidelines for
this quarter. The paper will
Teacher Certification.
and students will be able to
reappear
on Tuesday, April 7.
At issue is the questionof how question the speakers.
teachers should continue their
professional training during
their careers, and how performance and career development "> We do Razor
I Open
While you wait:
should be considered on an inCutting.
a pool table for
dividual basis.
9 to 6
*
Mo
dd v
«^ We
specialize
your amusement.
IMo1
r
Friday
,
thru

HAIRCUTS for EVERYBODY
*

Activities Board
Sets Meeting

Joe Zavaglia, ASSU second
vice president, has announced
that the Activities Board meeting to schedule events for spring
quarter will be tomorrow at 3
p.m. in the Chieftain conference
Room.
No additions or changes to
the activities calendar will be
allowed after this meeting;
therefore, any club wishing to
sponsor any all-campus events
next quarter must send a representative to the meeting.

.

"

—

Snoqualmie Pass Summit
Thurs. Evening, March 12

One bus loads at Bellarmine at 5:20, leaves exactly at 5:30
Ski Club and Ski School members welcome on
space available basis
SIGN UP REQUIRED:
Bulletin Board, 5th Floor, Pigott

coffee pot's
" I * The
always on.

(Saturday.:
8:30fo

324 15th Aye. E,
i-

(across
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129 Skiing Class
Free Bus Ride andLessons
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Shop
JIM'S
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.
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President to Join Student Skiers
For Big Mountain Spring Trip

"
COUPON LOVE
CLIP THIS

from

NBofCßanu

Your

children
may have

even more
to thank

NATO for
than you do.

|;y

may live ina true Atlantic Com-

nity. One with a commoneco-

GRAD STUDENT
Needed to assist with national eight-month research study
on pedestrian accidents. Interviewing and observation on
part-time basis in Seattle. For further information, send
name, major, year in school, address and phone number to:
Richard L. Knoblauch,
Pedestrian SafetyStudy,
Operations Research, Inc.
St., Silver Spring, Md.20910
Spring
400
1

riic system, currency, educational

ndards and language
ybe NATO will make it all come
;
...if we build upon what it has
ady given us.
Because NATO is here
today— we can build
a better tomorrow.

For information writ* TheAtlantic C un
cil 1616 H St. N.W.. Washington. D.C.
20006.
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Seminarian's Future
Left to Instructors
An extraordinary council of
twelve Northwest bishops, summoned to Seattle by Archbishop
Thomas A. Connolly, decided
last night to let the faculty of
St. Thomas Major Seminary decide whether suspended seminarian James Pattenaude

Graduates Face Job Shortage

for the council of his brother

bishops after a board of priests
appointed by the archdiocesan
priests' senate found his actions
in suspending Pattenaude "uni-

in selection were academic
standing, demonstrated leadership, work interest compatible

byMarsha Green
Feature Editor
As graduation approaches,
more seniors are searching for
that rare commodity, a job.
Across the country, job offers
are down and many companies
have cancelled their recruiting

lateral and arbitrary."
The priests found that the visits.
archbishop had not properly
According to Col. Michael Dofaculty of the sem- lan, S.U.s Director of Placeconsulted
the
should be reinstated.
inary before making his deci- ment, last year 98 firms made
Their action may clear the sion, and that he had not given appointment interviews. This
way for Pattenaude, who was proper consideration to the sem- past fall quarter 98 companies
suspended by the archbishop for inarian's motives in entering made oppointments, but 46 canentering a tavern, to re-enter the tavern.
celled.
the seminary. He was within one
He sees the present situation
year
Pattenaude,
a
second
year of ordination into the Theology student,
as national, and not just peculiar
visited
the
priesthood.
Sands tavern in Ballard last to Seattle.
The faculty of St. Thomas, month to recruit volunteer dancmembers of the Sulpician order ers for a rock show in Monroe
"NATIONAL firms are cutting
of teaching priests, are general- School, a state reformatory. An down all over the country," he
ly sympathetic with Pattenaude. intrigued newspaper reporter said.
It was the reluctance of the mentioned the seminarian's
Dolan is hopeful though, and
faculty to take original disciplin- presence in a column on night feels President Nixon's antiary action which caused the in- life in Seattle. Suspension fol- inflation measures may help.
tervention of the archbishop.
Col. Dolan plans to approach
lowed.
small Seattle businesses to inArchbishop Connolly asked
faculty
One
member characcampus this year.
terized Archbishop Connolly's terview on
action in summoning the council
TWO S.U. clubs have attackas a "face-saving measure."
ed the problem of job shortages
by scheduling jo b placement
Deadline for receipt of apseminars. The Graduates Club
lications for scholarship asis sponsoring a job placement
sistance from upperclassmen
scope on April 15 at 7:30 p.m. in
is April 1, 1970. This applies
the Tabard Inn.
currently
to
enrolled students
S.U. graduates in the fields of
as well as those planning to
Applications are still being data processing, accounting, edtransfer to S.U.
Application forms and intaken for the postition of ASSU ucation, medicine, sales and incomptroller. Filing at the ASSU surance will be present to anformation sheets may be
picked up in the Financial
office will be open until April 3. swer questions regarding job
Aid office, Bookstore BuildThe comptroller is the assist-

with what P.N.B. offers and geographic compatibility.
He admitted their personal interview, a half-hour question
period, was not "the very best
fora student."
Williams suggested that a prospective applicant look into and
pick a company which matches
his personality. When appearing
for an interview, applicants
should dress as they plan to at

-

Official Notice

ASSU Seeks

Comptroller

ing, Room 110.

ant to the ASSU treasurer and
is also the secretary for the

All students currently on
scholarship and seeking re-

Financial Board.

mitted.

Applicants must have a 2.25
gpa and at least 45 credit hours
completed. A partial scholarship is awarded.
The position is appointed by
the newly elected ASSU officers
and the holder will be a regular
member of the ASSU Executive

newal for next year must reapply. Students who wish to
apply must have a minimum
cumulative gpa of 3.00.
All students applying will
be automaticallyscreened for
financial need, provided that
all required forms are sub-

Board.

Spectrum of Events

March 12-17

Spectator: Staff meeting at
TODAY
Marketing Club: Meeting 11 3: 30 p.m. in the newsroom. Phoa.m. in Chieftain conference tographic exhibitions will be disroom. Free coffee and donuts. cussed.

All interested students welcome. SUNDAY
Spanish Club: 10:30 a.m. Mass
Phi Chi Theta: Meeting 6:15
p.m. in Campion conference in Spanish in BellarmineChapel.
Hiyu Coolee: Anderson Island
room.
Ski Club: Bus will leave Bell- hike is cancelled. Sign up now
armine at 5:30 p.m. for Sno- on LA bulletin board for spring
qualmie Summit. Sign up re- break overnight, March 21-22.
quired on bulletin board, sth TUESDAY
floor Pigott. Ski Club and Ski
1.R.A.: Organizational meetSchool members welcome on ing at 3 p.m. in room 302 McCusker building.
space available basis.

Final Exam Schedule
1 and 2 CREDIT HOUR CLASSES
EXAMINATION TIME
with first scheduled weekly class at:
Wednesday, March 18 8:10- 9:00
B:lo— Monday
Thursday, March 19 8:10- 9:00
B:lo— Tuesday
Friday,
9:lo— Monday
March 20 8:10- 9:00
Tuesday, March 17 8:10- 9:00
9:lo— Tuesday
Wednesday, March 18 9:10-10:03
10:10— Monday
Thursday, March 19 9:10-10:00
10:10— Tuesday
Friday,
11:10— Monday
March 20 9:10-10:00
Tuesday, March 17 9:10-10:00
11:10— Tuesday
Wednesday, March 18 3:10- 4:00
12:10— Monday
Thursday, March 19 3: 10- 4: 00
12:10— Tuesday
Friday,
March 20 4:10- 5:00
I:lo— Monday
3, 4 and 5 CREDIT HOUR CLASSES
EXAMINATION TIME
meeting regularly at:
Wednesday, March 18 10:10-12:00
8:10
Thursday, March 19 10:10-12:00
9:10
Friday,
10:10
March 20 10:10-12:00
Tuesday, March 17 10:10-12:00
11:10
Wednesday, March 18 1:10- 3:00
12:10
Thursday, March 19 1:10- 3:00
1:10
Friday,
2:10
March 20 1:10- 3:00
Tuesday, March 17 1:10- 3:00
3:10
Wednesday,March 18 3:10-5:00
4:10
The following courses which meet only one day a week will
have the final examination on the last class day:
Hu 142
il 304 Art 347
PE 129A EEI
434 N 441
Art 351 Hu 242
PE 1298 N 325
rt 222
N 450A
rt 322
Art 352
Sc 481
PE 129C N 351A N 4508
jrt 334
Art 452
Ed 331
PE 129D N 3518
>rt 335
Dr 420 PEI2I
EE 256
N 415
All classes in conflict with this i
schedule, classes not provided | Last Scheduled Class Period
for, and lab only classes
J

work.

COL. DOLAN was also a

speaker at the seminar and explained sign-up procedures and
gave some helpful hints on job
interviews.
Prior to appearing for an interview, a resume containing
basic facts such as vital statistics and educationshould be subDOLAN
MICHAEL
COL.
mitted. It should not exceed a
prospects in their respective page in length, Dolan said.
fields.
If for some reason, after havThe Marketing Club sponsored ing made an appointment a stuthe appearance at last Thurs- dent finds he cannot attend it,
day's free hour of Bill Williams the interviewer should be adand Norman Strange, personnel vised.
Dolan stressedalso to do some
supervisors of Pacific Northwest
Bell and United Air Lines. The "homework" on the company
men explained their companies' applied to. He concluded that
policies and the programs they applicants should listen to the
interviewer, but also state their
offered.
reasons for wanting the job.
The Placement office is loWILLIAMS of P.N.B. described his company's management cated in Room 110 in the Bookprogram.Their basis for criteria store.

news

briefs

Students can name their own
regional convention, it was deprice for the books.
cided at a recent meeting.
The bookstore will be receivToday's free hour speaker will
Jeannie Mallette, AWS presibe Larry Abrahams, Regional dent, statedthat the move would ing books only.Money for books
previously sold will not be reCoordinator of the John Birch not set a precedent.
Society.
originally
had
been
It
decided funded.
The topic for Abrahams' 11 that the money might be cona.m. talk in Pigott Auditorium tributed to the third floor chapel
is "The John Birch Society,Now of the Liberal Arts building or
All student time sheets must
for better lighting on campus be handed in to the Financial
'and the Future."
His appearance is sponsored streets.
Aid office, room 110 of the Bookby the Political Union.
to Fr. store building, by 4:30 p.m.,
year's
Last
funds
went
period
question
and answer
A
Thursday, March 19, according
Vachon's art fund.
will follow the speech.
John Trumble, University
parents
the
program,
Under
Rood,
of the may order a "Care" package to
Mr. Harold
treasurer.
Stanford Research Substitute, of fruit, cookies and other food,
Sheets submitted should conwillspeak tonight at 7 p.m., also
the dorms dur- tain hours worked from Feb. 20
to
be
delivered
to
inPigott Auditorium.
through March 19.
ing finals week.
"The United States vs. Soviet
Those handed in after the
Russia and Red China: Its Imdeadline date will not be honplications for Us" is his topic.
ored until the following pay
Rood is sponsored by S.U.s
All clubs are to pick up their period.
ROTC Enrichment Program.
Checks will be ready for dismail in the ASSU office on the
second floor of the Chieftain, not tribution on April 1. They will
in the University mailroqm lo- not be available before spring
cated in the Bookstore building. break.
A general information meetThe request was made by Joe
ing on the Peace Corps will be
held this evening at 7 p.m. in Zavaglia, ASSU second vice
Reading Dynamics will presthe Lemieux Library conference president.
room 108.
ent two demonstrations of their
speed reading technique on
The Peace Corps programwill
be explained by John RhineThe Bookstore Committee an- campus today, at noon in the
hardt, who has been on campus nounced yesterday that in the Chieftain lounge, and at 7 p.m.
this week resruiting for the future, absolutely no refunds will in the Library Auditorium. The
Peace Corps.
be given or exchanges made on program will include a documenSeniors majoring in business, books without a cash register re- tary film and a demonstration
economics, education, math and ceipt. Refunds or exchanges of speed reading.
The course, which is guaranscience are especially invited to will be made only within two
will
attend.
weeks of purchase, and only if teed to triple readingspeed,
be offered on campus next
the book is in new condition.
quarter at special tuition rates.
A n a m c written ma book
S.U.s Hawaiian Club will host which is otherwise new will retheir ninth Annual Luau in Bel- sult in a $.50 deduction from the
Students who intend to apply
larmine Hall on April 18. This refund; this rule applies only
year's theme, "Voice of Ha- within one week after purchase. to dental or medical school next
waii," will featurethe songs and After one week, a book with a fall should prepare to take the
name written in it will be con- aptitude tests this spring. The
dancesof Polynesia.
deadlines for application for
The menu will include "lomi- sidereda usedbook.
A drop slip will no longer be these tests are April 6 and April
lomi" (chopped tomatoes and
15, respectively. Forms are
salted salmon), "haupia" (co- required for refunds.
available from the Premedicalconut pudding), chicken long
Predental Advisor, Dr. David
rice, Hawaiian punch, "kalua"
Read, Bannon 612. (Office hours
pig, "poi" (strained taro) and
pineapple.
Alpha
fresh
Phi Omega, S.U. men's 10-11 daily, Wednesday, 1-5.)
service
fraternity, will accept
evening
To climax
the
a
free
round trip to Hawaii will be books next week to be sold in
its quarterly booksale.
Intercollegiate Knights will
drawn.
purchased
Tickets can now be
Students may bring books to sponsor a wine-tasting party tofor $4.00 from Hawaiian Club the A Phi O bookstore, located morrow at 8:30 p.m. in the
memberson campus.
in the basement of the Bellar- Chieftain Lounge. Beer will also
mine Apartments, adjacent to be served (all you can drink)
Bellarmine Hall, from noon to and live music will be featured
4 p.m., Wednesday through Fri- from 9 to 12 p.m.
Prices are $3 per couple or $2
Funds from AWS's Study Bud- day of finals week. A Phi O
dy program during finals week members will also make ar- stag.
The party will include a winethis quarter will be used to send rangements in the dorms for
tasting contest.
S.U. representatives to an AWS collection of books.
Thursday, March 12, 1970 The Spectator

free hour

time sheets

mail pickup

peace corps

speed read

receipt needed

club luau

pre-med tests

book sale

vino fest

care package
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fay Phil Frank

FRANKLY SPEAKING

Editorial

race and religion

t"

.. .

by Marilyn O'Swartz

Can you be Irish and intelli-

gent?

—

The (Catholic) Church rejects, as foreign to the mind of
hrist, any discrimination against men or harrassment of them bemse of their race, color, condition of life or religion." Vatican 11

Obviously, the question was
asked by someone not a native
of the Emerald Isle. Sure, an'
there was a time, back at the
turn of the century, when the
Irish were considered social
misfits, outcasts, not with it,
even.

The above statement was brought to our attention by a student
ho produced it as evidence that S.U., as a Catholic institution, must
sever itsathletic relationships with BYU.
The student, in emphasizing discrimination by race, overlooked
the same by religion, which is not only in the Church's statement but
also in the U. S. Constitution.
While we can not approve or respect any system which preaches
racism, we can not allow ourselves to meet one injustice with another.
We can't allow it precisely because we area Christian institution with
moral, religious philosophy. Neither can we condone branding members of a religious group as racists.
We can't because we realize that although the Catholic Church
oes not allow women in its priesthood, is against birth control and
bortions, this does not mean all Catholics discriminate against wornn, want women to go to illegal butchers to terminate pregnancies or
re trying to overpopulate the world.
We must also acknowledge that our athletic team members
lould not be expected to subject themselves to indignities because
the pigmentation of their skin. An institution which denies them
le respect they have earned as individuals and athletes is in a quesonable position.
We urge the University to reach a solution to this dilemma soon
ut not until BYU officials have come on campus to discuss their
policies and beliefs, and not until the University has explored in detail
its legal andmoral contracts.
hope along with Father President that this solution will be
\ched in the proper manner befitting a university and a Christian

tWe

titution.

Leprachauns
Make It So

MOST PEOPLE had a mental
picture of the average Irish-:
man as a short plump guy with
a red nose, a ready fist in a
brawl, a big mouth, and a brr-r-rogue as thick as the foam
on his mug.
Some folks even hung out a
little sign beneath their "Help
Wanted" notices. "No Irish need
apply," it said.
So what were the good Irish
people to do about this intolerable situation? Change their
brand of after-shave lotion? Sing
"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling"
as they marched around the
streets with green picket signs?
Pelt the university president

with shamrocks?

LEAPIN' leprachauns! The
Irish were too smart for that.
They left such futilities to a future generation.
Tuesday's the day to dance
the Irish jig, eat mulligan stew,
and send a shamrock-splashed
card to Mrs. O'Hoolihan.
Are the Irish intelligent? If
to either Dan Fulwiler or Lind- government so that those now you don't believe it, you ought
sey Draper.
discouraged from participation to be pinched whether you're
Fulwiler wouldlike to halt the by lack of knowledge may be wearin' the green or not. The
accomplishments of jolly, friendshrinkage of the student body aided.
and says, "At S.U. we too often
He also feels that S.U.s goals ly, high-spirited and witty Irishaccept tradition as our only me- of supporting Christian ideals men are everywhere to be seen.
dium of progress. We seem to and values and "developing an
If you're still a bit skeptical,
strive to move forward, yet re- unbiased intelligence in its fac- try a sip or two of some good
tain our 'Joe College' image." ulty and students" are incom- old Irish coffee and the question
He feels that instead of encour- patible.
will cease to trouble you.
aging participation, this creates alienation.
Draper, a freshman in honors,

Hopefuls Air FinalElection Views

for a student representative on
the Publications Board.
She is no relation to Spectator
editor Patty Hollinger.
Kathy Lotzgesell and David
Gossett are running for senate
position No. 5.
Kathy favors a senatorial
vancement through spring
luncheons with unique entertain- committee to interview appliment," as well as a career day cants to faculty committees,
and an expanded women's in- and the establishment of a
"fully representative (not just
tramural program.
She is a history education club presidents)" committee to
revamp Homecoming.
supports the establishment of
Eileen, also a junior, is an
Gossett, a freshman in hon- an open forum
to which
English major in the School of ors, would like to see a revision can lodge a complaint. students
Education who would like to co- of the election system so that
Starr Tavenner and Rick Morordinate AWS with ASSU. She all candidates could face the ris are competing for senate
favors re-eva!uating the duties students at once. He also favors position No. 8.
and obligations of AWS as well the senate's investigation of the
Starr favors an active senate
as reducing the present number possibility of an ombudsman on role in establishing a pass-fail
of offices to one, or possibly campus.
system, eliminationof the heavJim Benoit and Laura Alonzo ily subsidized Winter
two.
Formal
Vice presidential candidates are the finalists for senate posi- and a Spring quarter committee
are Nancy Ovenell and Patti tion No. 6.
a broad spectrum of students
Benoit, a junior educationma- of re-evaluate
Kahler.
Homecoming.
to
Patti, a sophomore nursing jor, would like to bring the senadvocates giving stuMorris
major, feels AWS must become ate more to the students and dents a knowledge of student
more representative or be abol- make it representative of their
ished. She thinks it needs new problems.
Laura, a freshman in educa- The Initiation':
and more relevant programs.
Nancy, a junior in English, tion, feels the current reorgansees both a great potential in ization of the core requireAWS and a need for revision. ments, the discussion of passShe feels a merger of AWS and fail and the up-dating of HomeASSU would not necessarily be coming are important issues.
wise but said it would also be
Senate position No. 7 will go
by Charles Kirchner
foolish not to compromise.
Mary Pat Ganley and ConTo break the monotony of
studying for finals, why not go
cetta Dilorio are running for
AWS secretary.
to the Seattle Rep's Off-Center
Mary Pat said, "I decided to
Theater production of The Inirun because Idon't think AWS
tiation?
is doing anything; you have to
The story deals with six self(Continued from page 1)
either abolish it or get in- to the basketball program to see ish individuals who attempt to
volved."
if it warranted the expenditures put together a superficial
AWS can do more relevant made for it at a time when friendship with one another but
things than Big Little Sister a million dollars was being cut continue to trip up in their own
Teas, she added.
from the rest of the University's individual hangups. Using booze
Concetta, a junior in Spanish budget.
or pot as a crutch, they further
in education, feels there is a
add to one another's misery.
The superb acting, especially
definite future for AWS in meetUNOFFICIAL SOURCES have
ing the needs of S.U. women.
placed the financial losses of the on the part of Richard Gere,
Sole candidate for treasure is Athletic Department between more than makes up for the
dialogue that tends to get bogJoann Carbonetti.
$70,000 and $100,000.
She thinks AWS has a future
The establishmentof a debate ged down at times. Gere is cast
on campus and doesn't want to team was the next issue taken as an 18 year old who is able
see it "incorporated and for- up by Fr. Baker who said he to see through the masquerade
gotten."
"couldn't imagine a Jesuit school of the others but who has his
own troubles as well.
Diana Pompen is running un- without one."
opposed for AWS publicity diThe intimacy of the theatre
He hopes to have a team
rector.
functioning by fall completewith adds to the enjoyment of the
She thinks publicity is very a coach and scholarships. He play. With the seats so close to
important "to an organization said anyone interested in such the sunken stage, one can allike AWS, since campus women a team should contact Fr. Rob- most feel a part of the action
must have information about its ert Bradley, S.J., Dean of the (except for the fact that you
can't reach the whiskey on the
College of Arts and Sciences.
activities."
Mary Kav Hol'inger is the
bar).
candidate for student -at large
For a good "initiation" to the
FR. BAKER also noted that a
member of the Publications complete restructing of the ad- world of contemporary theater,
missions office would be con- see The Initiation, playing
Board.
Mary Kav filed because she
ducted by Fr. Louis Gaffney, through Sunday, at the A.C.T.
S.J., Dean of the Graduate Theater, 709 Ist West. Student
saw no one else was runnintr
and she felt there was a need School.
tickets are $2 with S.U. ID.
/The Spectator/Thursday, March 12, 1970

Seventeen student candidates
for senate and Associated Women Students offices will face off
in today's election.
Ann Logan and Eileen Morgan
are running for AWS president.
Ann advocates "social ad-
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Irish university students are
now more aware of what is
going on in the world and are
influenced by American ideas.
There is rioting in the universities because the students want
a cause for which to fight.
In comparison with Eire,
Northern Ireland is a little better off because it receives money from GreatBritain.Contrary
to popularbelief, however, there
are no thatched cottages. Ireland is not as advanced as
America, but it is modernized,
she said.
St. Patrick's Day in Ireland
is a national holiday celebrated
with parades and parties. Cecelia said she had often heard
the expression, "There's no
Irishman like an A m c r i can
Irishman", and has now found

Marsha McGreen

Feature Editor

The stormy conflict between
the Catholics and Protestants
of Northern Ireland dominated
the news last year, but for an
S.U. student and native of Northern Ireland, the fighting did not
directly affect the lives of her
family.

Cecelia Rice, a junior psychology major, was born in
County Down, Northern Ireland
and came to the U.S. in 1967. At
the time she left her native

country, the problem had not
yet spread out in the open.

IN NORTHERN Ireland the

Protestants outnumber the Catholics and are the principal landowners. In the large cities like
Belfast and Londonerry, however, the Catholics live in the
CECELIA RICE
poorer sections of the cities and
versus Protestant," she
are not represented proportion- olic
said, "but they are really fightately inParliament.
for independence."
While not affected by the ing
Many young Protestants, prilarge-scale rioting which occurcollege students, are on
ed in Belfast last year, Cecelia's marily
side, she added.
the
Catholics'
hometown was the scene of
police car burnings and window
smashing at the height of the

trouble.

THE SITUATION has quieted

—

photo by bob kegel

"AND IHEARD (HER), high up in the air, a piper
piping away
." Students on the mall Tuesday afternoon
heard an informal bagpipe concert as Mrs. James Parry,
wife of an S.U. history teacher, played on the third floor
balcony of The Spectator in honor of St. Patrick's Day.
Spectators 1. to r.: Kathy McCarthy, Lou Ainsworth and
Kerry Webster. Not pictured, Art O'Reis.

..

down now because of the presence of British troops but Cecelia believes something has to
be done to change the situation
so Catholics will have equal opportunities.
Cecelia pointed out, though,
that she thought the problem
was not religious.

it to be true.
When asked what Irish people think about the United
States, Cecelia said they think
it is heaven and their notion

that all Americans are rich is
furthered by the tourists they
meet who have plentyof money.

Campus Celts Offer
Theories on Ireland

This brought a howl of anguish from a "militant" IrishNews Editor
Are the Irish really the new man on campus, Prof. James
Chosen People? Should Berna- McGuire of the Business school.
"What, and have that bloody
dette Devlin marry Prince
Charlie? Will the I.R.A. be re- Englishman in the house," he
vived? And, most importantly, exploded, "I'm against it."
McGuire favors a revival of
"TOO MUCH emphasis has when will Ireland be annexed
51st
state?
as
the
the
I.R.A. (Irish Republican
placed
religious
the
asbeen
on
a concentrated attack
S.J.,
Army),
demonstration,
O'Leary,
CathFr. Cornelius
pect of the
give the Poles and
of the theology department, on Ulster (to
laughingly denied espousing the Italians a rest) and the segrega"Irish as the Chosen People" tion of Ireland from the rest of
the world to protect it.
theory.
Fr. James McGoldrick, S.J.,
"I MAY have mentioned once dean emeritus of the School of
the priesthood and in 431 was or twice in class," he said, Education, proposes the annexsent to Ireland to convert the "that God had free choice in ation of Ireland as the 51st state
people' in all seriousness.
pagan peoples. Several times he his decision on a 'chosen
and that He could just as easily
put
captured
was
to
and almost
"AMERICA NEEDS a Eurodeath, but he spread Christian- have chosen the Irish as the pean base for the Common
Jews."
ity and established churches unMarket," he said, "and the Irish
Dr. Thomas Downey, profestil his death on March 17, 493.
American leadership and
of history, rejected what he needup-to-date
Many legends have grown up sor
perspective."
termed
the "nonsensical myths" an
around the character of St. Pat- which have grown up around
rick, but the one which contains the Irish.
the most truth is about the
"Ireland has its own desshamrock. It is said St. Patrick tiny," he continued,
"and must
having
explaina hard time
was
try to work out the problem being the Trinity to the pagan
tween the North and the South."
Irish. He picked up the shamrock, which grows in abundance
AN ALTERNATIVE,
by Chuck O'Nau
in Ireland, and used it to ex- English had any sense, if th c
1. Ireland was founded by:
he addplain the lesson of three persons ed, would be
A. The Indians
to see that Prince
in one.
B. Tony Rigovsky
Charles married Bernadette
The first celebration of St. Devlin, 22-year-old Catholic civil
C. A lost Filipino
D. No one
Patrick's Day in this country rights leader in the North,
E. England, who later sold
occurred in 1737 in Boston.
"very
a
whom he termed
courto St. Pat
Bragh.
ageous"
girl.
Erin Go
2. Green is symbolic of:
A. Money
B. Moldy potatoes
C. Nature
D. The Irish
3. St. Patrick was:
"We Repair All Makes"
A. From England
B. Anti-worm
C. St. Patrick???
4. The Irish are:
~;4gVr^ZJi
MOTOR WORK
-a E«
A. Lost
by Kathy McCarthy

St. Patrick: A Grande OT Saint
Patrick was born in Kilpatrick,
FeatureEditor
Scotland, in 387 A.D. At the age
St. Patrick's Day. 'Tis the day of 16 he was captured by Irish
for wearin' of the green, when marauders and sold as a slave
all men are Irishmen. Everyone to a Druid chief. After six years
tacks an "O" or a "Me" on his as a swineherd, he escaped to
day.
by Marsha McGreen

name and is Irish for a
Britain.
NOT A NATIVE Irishman, St.
As a young man he entered
Tune-Ups
Oil Changes

Anti-Freeie

Lubrications

Quiz
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UNION 76
12th & E. Marian
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The Graduates Club of S.U. presents
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St. Patrick's Day Gaelic Gala
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Donation $1.00
Irish Snacks
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C. From South Bend,
Indiana
D. Englishmen in disguise
5. Ireland:
A. A suburb of Chicago
B. Home of midgets
C. The lost continent
D. Settled by the Poles
6. Erin Go Bragh is:
A. An alias for Chris
Columbus
B. Slang for "No Potatoes

EA 4-6050 1130 Broadway
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ROTC
Members of S.U.s ROTC program went on their
first Field Training Exercise two weekends ago at
Fort Lewis. The cadets took a Combat Proficiency
physical test and practiced target shooting on the
fort's rifle range. They also participated in tactical
training such as patrols and search and destroy

missions.
The ROTC's counter-guerrilla Raiders and the M-S

3 team, composed of juniors in the program, took
opposite sides during the training. The four pictures
on this page show four different views of the ROTC
in action.
NOT TOO HEAVY PLEASE: George Wilbur, left,

has his face blackened by Mike Wagner before
going out on one of the many patrol missions.

Watching the operation and absorbing a lesson
in camouflage is Bill Woods, center,

BULL'S
EYE:

David

Ralphs
practices
his kneeling position accuracy at the
Fort Lewis
rifle range.
Watching
him shoot
are Rick
Holmes,
left, and

Pat Fuller.

All the

cadets took

part during the

three-day
exercises.

OPERATOR (?): Cadet Major Dan Kwapauosk
talks to headquarters over the radio-telephone
while on a patrol mission. There were many such
exercises during the three-day training period.

Photos by Bob Kegel

DO YOU

SEE WHAT

I
SEE:
From left.
Rick

Holmes,

Barry

Fountain,

Gordon
Kuaimaku
and Robert
Breckmier
peer over
the underbrush while
on a
Search and
Destroy
mission in
the woods.
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Jones Plans Social Work;
Dreams of the 'Simple Life'

CHIEFTAIN
CORNER

considering Drake University.
"I knew Tommy (Little) and
Lou (West) since they both were

change both from forward to
center, and from playing ball
facing the bucket (forward) to
from Washington D.C. as I playing with by back to it (cen-

By ART REIS
Sports Editor

"Our strongest asset this season should be our infield defense,"
commented Eddie O'Brien, S.U. Athletic Director and head baseball coach about this year's varsity baseballers.
"The outfield looks pretty solid," the ex-Pilots mound coach
continued, "and we look to have
depth in many infield and outfield positions."
However, O'Brien was very
pessimestic about the baseball
Chiefs pitchingcorps.
"Like the Pilots," he said,
"we are inexperienced. It's a
mark at this
real question
"
nninf

Eddie said that the hitting
should be enough to score runs,

but with inexperienced hurlers,
he questions whether or not they
will be enough.
"Overall, Iwould think that
we'll get our share of wins,"
Eddie smiled.
"The team has lots of desire
and hustle," O'Brien said, "and
we are fairly quick."
The team has been practicing
both in th Astro Turf Room at
the P.E. center, and at the
EDDIE O'BRIEN
BroadwayPark field.
S.U.s first contest in March 26th at the White Center field.
Good luck on finals, have a safe break, and have a great
green and glorious St. Patrick's Day!

...

NADS WIN "B" TITLE
TRY FOR "A"NEXT

was," Jones said.
Jones continued, saying that
he liked S.U. because it was a
small school and, as a result,
his relationships with his vari-

ous instructors would be far
more personal.
"I KNEW Ihad the chance

JONES continued that it is
very difficult for ballplayers to
said, "and also, if Ihad a prob- come off the bench and be ready
lem in any of my classes, I to go right away. He explained:
"For example, if Icome in
could get help from the teachto replace Jimmy, say against
er."
Bill is already well on his way somebody like Sojourner who
towards becoming a family has been in since the start of
man. He, and his wife Jennifer, the contest, it's very difficult
have two children: Shawn, 2l2 l
because he has his momentum
/2 going
already. You can't have
and Nicole, 15 months.
your momentum going when
CHIEFTAIN fans at home you come off the bench, and it
BILL JONES
photo by ned buchman games can easily recognize takes a while to build it up.
Shawn. In fact, during one
"AND against Sojourner, you
freshman preliminary game,
by ART REIS
Shawn nearly rendered Jim have to get it going in a hurSPORTS EDITOR
Gardner, a teammate of Bill's, ry," Bill mentioned.
"I want to lead a simple helpless for several days or
Bill said that the toughest cenlife and be a family man," more.
ter he has had to face all year
was Dennis Awtrey, Santa
reflected Wilson "Bill" Jones,
Clara's big and bruising pivotChieftain center, recently in
man.
an interview for The Spec"He is really strong and very
tator.
physical," Bill said, "and he
gave us a real battle the whole
game. He is a very difficult asJONES, who hopes to
signment."
graduate in
to meet and get to know people at a smaller school," he

—

June '71 with a
major in Sociology and a
minor in Physical Education,
The Nads basketball team has son came last Friday at the said he would like to work
made a shambles of their Complex, when they routed the for the Seattle Park Departrespective intramural division. heavily-favored Forum, 71-43.
ment for a couple of years.
The Nads have piled up a 65
"Then, I'd like to return to
MONDAY, the Nad team will
points per game average while
holding their opponents to just take on the Soul Hustlers for the Seattle U to earn a masters degree and obtain a teaching cer34 points a game. TheNads clos- Intramural Championships.
est game was a 21-point victory.
Coincidentally, the champions tificate.
of the newlyorganized "B" basI'd like to
JIM HARRIS, coach, stresses ketball league is, you guessed it, be"SPECIFICALLY,
a college professor and do
team defense and hustle and by the Nads' "B" team. The "Bs"
the records this philosophy finished their season Monday some coaching," Bill said.
Jones, 23, mentioned that he
seems to have been very suc- with a record breaking 105-58
victory which boosted their final had changed his major from
cessful.
Physical Education to Soc beTHE HIGH POINT of this sea- record to 6-0.
cause of people.
"I enjoy studying people and
Playoff Time
American League
National League
all their aspects," he said "beMonday,
1. Soul Hustlers

2. IK's

6-1
5-2

3. Sixth Floor

5-2

1. Nads

7-0

2. Forum
3. Clubhouse

6-1
.......5-2

4. Rathole

4-3

4. Castaways

4-3

5. Cellar

4-3

5. Acena

2-5

Justice League .2-5

6. Northeys

2-5

The Thing

0-7

7. A-Phi-0

1-6

STS

0-7

8. Poi Pounders

1-6

I

3:15
south court
Monday, 3:15
north court
Monday, 4:15
south court

March 16, 4:15

north court
Tomorrow, 3:15
south court
Tomorrow, 3:15
north court
Tomorrow, 4:15
south court

Tomorrow, 4:15

north court

"Our greatest happiness. ..does not depend
on the condition of life in which chance has
placed us, but is always the result of a good
conscience, good health, occupation, and freedom in all just pursuits."
Thomas Jefferson

ter).
"I feel Ihave had a good
game whenever Ican stop or
limit my opponent's scoring
and, at the same time, score
myself. To have played a good
and complete game, a guy has
to do both," Bill said seriously.

Bill, 6-7,

"I HAVE only one brother
who is under 6-5," Bill smiled,
"and that's because he hasn't
really started to grow yet."
"My smallest sister is Wanda," Ibelieve Bill said, "and
she is 6-2."
WHEN Ilearned that Bill's
are both 5-11, Iwas
further amazed.
"My grandparents were tall,"
Bill said slowly easing my
amazement.
"One, my grandfather, was
6-9, and my grandmother was
6-2," he said with a chuckle.
parents

cause people are all somehow

alike and somehow different."

BILL, an avid shrimp eater,

came

to

S.U. from Hancock

Junior College in Santa Maria,

California.
"I was fortunate enough to be

picked for the All-Conference
both years and an AllTournament team," Bill said
modestly, adding that he was a
forward in J.C. Bill averaged
around 18 points per game over
two years there, and Hancock
was 33-2 in his initial year, and
33-3 in his last season.
team

JONES was also an honorable
mention All-America pick at
Hancock.
"Dick Brenneman (ex-Chieftain performer) was at Hancock
too," Bill added.
'Why Seattle University," I

asked.

"I ALWAYS wanted to go to
Seattle U or UCLA," Bill said,
mentioning that "I was also

is the second oldest

in a family of 11 children. He
has eight brothers (one older
than himself) and two sisters.

HOBBIES for Bill include listening to jazz and playing chess.
"I like to watch television
occasionally," Bill said, "and
Ienjoy television specials, documentaries and Bill Cosby's
show."
"I just want to live a simple
life and do the best Ican at
whatever Ido," Bill concluded.

Shawn, in an effort to aid the
S.U. Pep Band, swung the large
bass drumstick in the air.
Shawn was aiming at the heavy
drum, but nearly tagged one of
Jim's knees. Fortunately however, Gardner was alertly
watching the young drumster
and thereby saved himself much
ACCORDING to Coach Buckpain. The incident was hilarious, waiter,
"Bill is going to be sucas Jim caught Shawn's downcessful at whatever he does bewardswing in mid-air.
cause he has the desire to be a
"HE'S a real character, and success."
"And a desire to succeed is
he has been spoiled quite ablt
by the fans," Bill said with a half the battle won," someone
once wrote in Poor Richard's
knowing smile.
In the middle of a noisy Chief- Almanac.
tain Union Building, the conIrish Translations
versation turned to basketball.
"Ihave to warm up thorough- Ni misde a rad na gur mait an
ly before a game," Bill said, sas a deanta iad; ni feicim
"and this year Ihad to do what oiread is aon tuaiplis amain na
I could for the team when I gcusooibre.
* * *
came off thebench.
Ba deacair an scribneoireact san
"AT SEATTLE U, Ihad to do sarugao.*

* *

join us at the

English Translations
They are certainly well able to
do it; Idon't see even one mistake in their* work. *

*

It would be hard to improve on

that writing.

University
Gar Rental

MONEY TALKS
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with NBofC special checks. A great way to organize your budget . . have money when you
need it. Come in today!
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McDermott
Term:
Re-Evaluate
Officers to
A 'Total

Education'

by Patty Hollinger
Editor

"Re-evaluation" was the most frequently used term
Tuesday as the ASSU officers-elect outlined their plans for
S.U.s student government under their administration.
Although the officers plan
continued efforts in the aca- tertainment and Special Nights
demic arena and new efforts in favor of bringing a "big
name" speaker on campus in
in working with minority connection
with the alumni.
students and AWS their
Graves said Bobby Davis,
main discussion revolved SAAME president, will be prearound eliminating and re- paring proposals on minority
stricting social activities, es- student affairs which SAAME
ASSU will then present topecially Homecoming and and
gether to the University adminFrosh Orientation.
istration.
The officers-elect, who will be
THE president elect feels
installed April 1 at the Presi- AWS should be incorporated as
dent's banquet, are: Doug Mc- a direct member of ASSU under

-

night, president; John Graves,
first vice president; Joe Zavaglia, second vice president;
Shirley Miles, secretary; Jim
Eeckhoudt, treasurer andGeorge
Irwin, publicity director.
Through the interview, the
officers repeated that their
plans were subject to change
because of financial losses incurred by this year's HomeTOTEM POLE: Newly coming the budget of which was
elected ASSU officers take $3,300.

stock of the situation for the
coming year. Top to bottom:
Doug McKnight, John
Graves, Jim Eeckhoudt, Joe
Zavaglia and Shirley Miles.
Not pictured is GeorgeIrwin.

Moratorium
Time Limited

An organizationalmeeting for
future Vietnam Moratorium activities on the S.U. campus is
planned for early Spring quarter if there is sufficient interest,
according to Karen West, University Relations assistant.
A meeting date must be arranged before April 1, since Miss
West's S.U. job ends then.
Interested students may contact her in room 118 of the Liberal Arts Building (ext. 257).
Miss West has also contacted
Fr. John Costello, S.J., and Dick
Ellis, a representative of the
WorldWithout War Council, both
of whom do draft counseling.
Copies of a "We Won't Go"
petition are available for circulation. The petition, which
may be signed by draft eligible
males between 19 and 26, indicates an intention to refuse induction into the armed forces.

EECKHOUDT said the final

Homecoming figures wouldn'tbe
available until mid-April. Finances were also forcing the
elimination of such activities as
the Winter Formal and freshman cheerleaders.
McKnight said committees
were being formed to evaluate
both Homecoming and orientation. The committee for orientation includes Frank McHugh,
general chairman, plus Judy
Hilton and Karen Anderson.
Zavaglia said a committee of
eight to ten students comprised
of ASSU, SAAME (BSU), and
Senate representatives) would
re-evaluate Homecoming to get
an idea of what the students

a third vice president.
Zavaglia saidthe activities calendar was being revised and
that a position of Special Events
Coordinator had been created
to aid him. The position will be
staffed by Mitch Wolfe, unseccessful candidate for ASSU publicity director.

Zavaglia said they would begin block buying of tickets on a
trial basis next quarter.
McKnight said the 1969-70
ASSU administration, (which
included himself, Zavaglia and
Shirley) had laid the groundwork which they would being
building upon this year.
McKnight saw no problems
with the University administration. He said they had established a good working relationship with them this past year.

EECKHOUDT said thathe was
going to follow the advice of outgoing ASSU treasurer Ed Robinson and leave many of the
mechanics of his job to the
ASSU comptroller.
Right now one of Eeckhoudt's
jobs is settle a $16,000 parking
lot fee claim. The contacts showing the fees belong to ASSU
want.
have been lost and the UniverA Homecoming chairman will sity can't turn the money over
not be appointed until after this until they are found.
committee makes its decisions,
McKnight said, which would
probably be toward the end of
spring quarter.

McKNIGHT said there had
been dissatisfaction with the
orientation program for several
more emphasis placed on orienting new students to the city,
and in bringing town and dorm
students together.
Several ideas they put forward for Homecoming include
elimination of Big Name En-

could hope to."
McDermott, a political science
major, saw the Student Rights
Committee as "the biggest accomplishment we could ever
have even hoped for." He said

the credit for the committee

really belonged to Fr. John Fitterer, S.J., former University
president, and to Fr. RobertRebhahn, S.J.. Dean of Students.
HE STATED that a lot of
students have a false impression that the administration is
against them and that he felt
the doors have now been unlocked between students, faculty and administrators.
DICK McDERMOTT
McDermott, 22, said the most
One of the most active and sensational problem his admincontroversial years in the his- istration had was the dispute
tory of S.U.s student govern- with the Black Student Union
ment will end April 1 when over Homecoming.
ASSU president Dick McDermott hands his gavel to president-elect Doug McKnight.
Summing up the year, McDermott said it was a "total
education" where he learned
more than what was in textwanted. Care of invalid
books. He supported this by FEMALE
woman. Simple meals and light
running through some of the
housework. $130 plus room freemajor accomplishments, disapCenter Parks Apt. 2100 26th Aye.
points and problems under his
S. LA 2-9076 after 7 p.m.
administration.
McDermott felt their accomplishments include placing students on University committees, GIRL to share large, modern twoaidingin changing the core curbedroom apt. with view. $56. Call
riculum and having student repEA 5-8425 after 6 p.m.
resentatives at the fall faculty
conference.
FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM $115
CLOSE TO S.U. AND CHURCHES.
He said that "a respect for
LARGE, VERY NICE
to
opinion
had
seemed
student
1719 E. SPRING
EA 3-0781
grow this year among faculty
and administrators."
PALAMAR APARTMENTS
Many of the traditional social
activities at S.U. failed this past ONE bdrm furn. apt. $75. EA 2-3307
year both in attendence and fiapt., furn. or unfurn., oldnances which McDermott attri- ONE bdrm.
er bldg., recently repainted, modbuted to "nobody's fault".
ern bath, Capitol Hill area. $95.
Straight students please. EA 4"AN URBAN University like
3161.
S.U. has to reanalyze its social
calender and activities. The
studio and I bedroom
city offers more than a campus FURNISHED
apts., 5 minutes from S.U. $69 to
$109, mcl. heat and utilities. EA

CLASSIFIED

4-0905.

NEW One and Two bedroom apts.
available w/w carpets, drapes,
dishwasher, garbage disposal, self
cleaning oven, security lock. 308
Summit East, EA 2-4735.

What's
More
Italian

TWO apartments, furn. large rooms.
Near S.U., also 2 housekeeping
rooms $25-$35. 715 9th Avenue.

Than
pizza?

TWO Blocks from S.U. $92, large
studio with separate kitchen and
dining area. EA 9-4912.

International Student Exchange Association

EUROPE
FROM THE WEST COAST
- FROM THE MIDWEST

$285 '■*"
$255

'

OOC
AA

37 Plights to Choose

rt

2 Flights to Choose
r.t. FROM THE EAST

TYPING my home. WE 5-3094.
TYPING, My home. EA 4-8024.

'
Verdi s

ISIilSr

"

2 Flights to Choose
Student Tourj (some accredited!
Flights within Europe
ALSO AVAILABLE.
* Additional
Misct. Services (mcluHinn tmvpl tips)

"

Forza del Destino'

For further information Contoet: I.S. E. A.

V]

yT\

/A\

/ X»A \

National Series Production

Castaways
Tavern

in English

March 27

530 Broadway
EA 2-5868

No Cover— No Minimum

Student Discount Prices: 52. $3, $4
Your tickets will be placed in your

// 1

T^fcZBSM
//^B V^^m
llm Iv^/
X

1

name at the Opera House Box Office the evening of performance,
Mar. 27. Box office opens 6:30
p.m., Curtain time, 8 p.m.

Ladies Anytime
Happy Hours:

- *°

Fri 3:

to 5

I enclose $
tiekets(s) for Foria del Destino
of
at price circled above. Please charge my account at:

BankAmericard #
First Bank #
Name
Address
City

"IT'S A RIOT"
8
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EXPERIENCED Typist. Donna Rich

KATY SUTHERLAND. P.O. Box 1356, Pomona, Ca1if.91766

THE

Professional Work

IBM Selectric, Choice of Type Styles
Broadway District, EA 3-3244

Master Charge

#

EXPERT home typist with IBM Exe-

cutive and dictaphone. Experience
in all business forms, resumes,
thesis, and term papers. All copies
neat, clean, and correct. Reasonable rates and fast service. SH 78075.

TYPING, Experienced. Downtown Location. Student Rates.
MU 2-3172 (Daytime)
ME 3-4324 (Evenings)

'69 Triumph, good shape, best offer,
after 5. LA 4-7797.
1963 Comet, excelent, VB, Ext. 257.

II

Happy Engagement, Phil and Carol.
Best of Luck, Randy and Patty.

~LEATHER^LEAN
- LTD.

-

Phone

State

Cooper. WE 7-2423.

Zip

Please make checks payable to:
SEATTLE OPERA, 158 THOMAS ST., SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98109
For further information call MA 2-7406.

—

Specialists in leatherand suede
Cleaning Dyeing Alterations
18417 Aurora North 542-3164

MEXICO this summer. College Credit. Room, Board, Tuition, Travel;
$360. Information, Paula Lascho-

ber-Bellarmine

"-
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